QoS has been considered as a significant factor for web service marketing and selection. The interpretation of QoS value from web service consumers and providers would be very different. However, a large group of web service participants with different backgrounds may have difficulties in reaching consensus on the values of multi-dimensional web service QoS, so they may have to be clustered in multi-groups in order to improve effectiveness and efficiency. The similarity of clustered fuzzy QoS dispositions as well as their preference order over these attributes should be analyzed to form a multigroups consensus framework. A soft multi-groups clustering approach could be adopted to prevent opinions from being excluded unintentionally. The group boundaries and similarity thresholds which are used for clustering and analyzing fuzzy QoS opinions can be moderated dynamically according to the feedback from the internal learning mechanism and the web service consumers. As a result, a model for marketing web services based on multi-group consumers' QoS consensus, the FMG-QCMA (Fuzzy Multi-Groups based QoS Consensus Moderation Approach), is proposed to meet the above requirements. The proposed FMG-QCMA is also evaluated through a case study to demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiency in relation to an existing framework, QCMA (QoS Consensus Moderation Approach).
1. If the fuzzy QoS opinions were collected from web service participants with very different backgrounds and potentially diverse perceptions, the obtained group consensus may not be effective. The resulting group opinion could attempt to represent too diverse a population, so one set of values for the QoS criteria may not be effective for web service selection or marketing. 2. Even though the single group consensus in QCMA is built upon opinion similarity and QoS preference order [1] , the criterion for combining QoS similarity and preference orders requires careful review in the context of multi-group consensus analysis. 3. Some outliers identified by our previous proposed approach should be re-analyzed. Some of them could be re-classified into other appropriate groups if a multi-groups approach is adopted, as these outliers' opinions may have meaningful correlation with others. The omission of those outliers without further examination can be inappropriate. Furthermore, due to the multi-attributes structure, some identified outliers based on a specific attribute may not necessarily be outliers when preference ordered multiple attributes are included. Multi-attributes based outlier identification, however, is more difficult than is the case with single attribute based outlier identification. 4. The operational complexity of SAM in QCMA is relatively high when the number of inputs is large. This is due to the required exhaustive calculation on the similarity analysis for each pair of QoS opinions. With n QoS opinions the complexity will be O (n 2 ). This growth in the number of operations as the number of inputs increases will hinder the system scalability.
The proposed approach is formulated in order to address the above issues: improvement of opinion classifications; reduction of computational complexity, and, integrating the approaches of fuzzy clustering and multi-group classification with multiple attributes. The next section reports studies on a number of existing multi-attributes based information clustering approaches and the analysis of their advantages and disadvantages. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 presents the proposed FMG-QCMA which includes the system behavior and similarity analysis. Some descriptions on QCMA will be included in this section. Section 4 reports on experimental results with a case study of hotel booking web services. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions.
Multi-attributes based information clustering -existing solutions
The approaches for multi-attributes based information clustering have been studied for some time. The amount of the literatures reporting the theoretical developments and their applications are vast [2, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 22, 23] . However, this area of research can be approximately classified into three main categories: shifting or scaling based clustering, parallel clustering and fuzzy clustering [18] [19] [20] . In this section, we only briefly describe and analyze three important sources that are related to this research. A comprehensive literature review on this area can be found in [15, 20] .
Haixun Wang et al. [18] proposed a pCluster model for multi-dimensional pattern similarity clustering in large data sets. In the research, the similar patterns of data are identified by a "shifting relationship" or by a "scaling relationship" rather than by traditional distance based similarity such as Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, cosine distance, etc. Therefore, the "shifting patterns" or "scaling patterns" in the pCluster model is very effective for clustering large data sets.
However, pCluster does not address the issue regarding weight distribution to the attributes which is the main characteristics in the application of multi-attributes QoS-aware web service selection or marketing. For instance, the "4 type patterns" in pCluster was denoted as (a, b, c, d) , 0 a, b, c, d 10. In the study, (1, 2, 3, 6) , (2, 3, 4, 7) were identified as "similar" by using shift comparison. However, each type in the "4 type patterns" should not be assigned with equal weight to multi-attributes based applications. In other words, each dimension (attribute) should be given weight in order to reflect the importance of these dimensions. That is, if the weight distribution for (1, 2, 3, 6 ) is (20%, 30%, 15%, 35%) and the weight distribution for (2, 3, 4, 7) is (25%, 40%, 30%, 5%), then (1, 2, 3, 6) and (2, 3, 4, 7) should not be classified to have similar pattern.
M. Fazeli et al. [19] proposed a parallel algorithm to tackle multi-features data clustering for multi-computers with star topology. The proposed parallel algorithm completes a clustering problem of N data patterns with M features per pattern and K clusters in complexity of O (K + S 2 − T 2 ), where N · M = S!, K · M = T !. In the study, the data is depicted with a feature vector v which is a set of measurements (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v M ) that map to the properties of a collection of data into a Euclidean space of dimension M. It divides the N multi-feature data patterns into K clusters via a set of clustering criteria and the K clusters can be represented as (S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S K ) which is shown below:
A popular clustering technique, squared-error algorithm, is adopted for the multi-features data clustering with the square distance d2 between pattern i and cluster k as shown below:
where the cluster centre is obtained by mean of feature matrix F [i, j] , which indicates ith data with jth feature and is represented as a (1 × M) vector. With the |S k |, the centre of cluster k can be defined as shown below:
The squared-error algorithm is used to compute the distance d2 [i, k] of each pattern i from each cluster k, and to choose the minimum distance to all cluster centers. Therefore, all patterns can be efficiently clustered into the right cluster according to the minimum distance from the corresponding cluster centre. Even though the multi-features data can be clustered via the parallel algorithm, the possible weight distribution over these M dimensions was not discussed.
Rui Xu [20] has conducted a significant review on fuzzy clustering related research. In [21] , all selected objects can be clustered into the most appropriate groups with a certain degree of membership. The concept of fuzzy clustering and fuzzy boundary was considered in FCM [22] . FCM attempts to find a partition (c fuzzy clusters) for a set of data points x j ∈ d , j = 1, . . . , N, while minimizing the cost function as shown below: 
3. Update the prototype matrix M by
4. Repeat steps 2-3 until
In this approach, assigning appropriate initial values to m, c, and ε could be an issue. A number of unexpected outliers could appear if m, c, and ε are set with improper values.
The aforementioned research papers have made significant contributions to the area of multi-attributes information clustering. However, the challenges for building a multi-groups-based information model that can be used for effective decisions making, such as multi-groups based QoS-aware selection of web service or marketing, still remain and these are summarized as follows:
1. Associated weightings on each QoS attribute should be considered, due to different preference orders given by the web service consumers. Therefore, a weighted multi-attributes QoS similarity should be defined. 2. The method of identifying outliers can be improved, as some members/opinions can be re-analyzed and re-classified.
To prevent removing possibly meaningful data which falls just outside of the pre-defined group boundaries, the multiattributes based clustering criteria should be formulated with fuzzy evaluation.
The proposed FMG-QCMA compliments the existing research work mentioned above by incorporating fuzzy clustering, the SAM analysis approach, and RMGDP QoS preference order analysis to reach multi-group consensus and to measure the quality of grouping. It is an iterated assessment mechanism, as the system takes into account feedback from previous rounds to carry out further refinements on grouping. The quality of grouping is expected to improve as the process progresses. The efficiency of handling multi-groups based QoS-aware selection of web service or marketing, compared with the single group approach, should be better, as the computational complexity is expected to reduce. Members in each sub-group will have greater similarity with each other than with those in other groups. Also, the spread of similarity measurement within each sub-group will be lower than the spread in one single group. As a result, the service selection within multi-group consensus is expected to be more precise than one group consensus. The FMQ-QCMA inherits some of the features from QCMA such as SAM for group preference similarity measurement and RMGDP for preference order analysis. So, the next sub-section briefly describes QCMA architecture and its overall procedure.
The proposed approach -FMG-QCMA

Previous work: QCMA
QCMA (QoS Consensus Moderation Approach) is employed to obtain and moderate group consensus on QoS in selecting web services [1] . QCMA enhances the moderation process by introducing a modified method of reaching group opinion similarities and preferences on QoS attributes.
In QCMA, an initial set of web services and web service consumers' opinions have to be established in order to build a preliminary group consensus. The consumers and providers have to make a judgment on the quality of the participating web services by expressing and defining their subjective opinions such as good reliability, bad performance and high availability etc., on all pre-determined 13 QoS attributes as well as giving their preference ordering over these attributes. The QCMA, including a set of reasoning approaches, is able to analyze and compute the opinions and their preferences to determine group QoS consensus on these services. So, the QoS of each service can be advertised in UDDI for service discovery and selection according to the reached consensus. QCMA also provides a moderation mechanism to accommodate the new opinions from new consumers and new services as well as to reflect the changes from the consumers and users in the dynamic environment. One of the characteristics of QCMA is its flexibility that allows the consumers to express fuzzy opinions. So, the fuzzy QoS opinions from these consumers were analyzed through two phases: group similarity analysis via SAM and QoS preference order analysis via RMGDP.
SAM was developed for resolving conflicts that arise from different opinions [11, 12] . In SAM the different fuzzy opinions will be aggregated into opinion consensus classes so that they can be measured by their similarities to each other. The procedure to perform SAM is organized into 8 steps as stated below [24, 25] .
1. First, each participant k represents his/her subjective fuzzy QoS opinion on each specific QoS attribute a i , which is denoted as wsa
, with a positive trapezoidal fuzzy number shown in Eq. (7).
The structure of such a fuzzy number can be also illustrated as in Fig. 1 (8) is the definition of similarity used in the original formulation of SAM, it is possible to change this step and use alternative measures of similarity. Such a change does not require alterations to the other steps in the method. 3. To build an AM (Agreement Matrix), which can be represented as Eq. (9), showing each similarity between pairs of participants in the group A wsa
Sim kj (10) 5. To obtains an RAD (Relative Agreement Degree) for each individual opinion using the following formula.
RAD wsa
6. This step involves the assignment of a weighting variable, w k , to each opinion. 7. This step obtains the CDC (Consensus Degree Coefficient) for each participant:
CDC wsa
where β is a control variable to indicate the relation between the experts and the unmoderated opinions of the users.
All the RAD(wsa k a i
) can be obtained through similarity analysis. However, the variation between the consensus using the
RAD(wsa k a i
) and the consensus using CDC(wsa
) can be quite small for a large population of users (it can be verified in the FMG-QCMA Validation and Evaluation). Therefore, in some cases it is possible to simplify the use of CDC(wsa
). Nevertheless, in cases considered later a non-zero value for β is used in developing FMG-QCMA.
8. Aggregate the fuzzy opinions by the CDC in (12) as the formula as below:
• wsa k a i (13) whereR a i indicates an "overall" fuzzy number of combining all opinions on QoS attribute a i . (The "multiplication" used in (13) represents the weighted combination of the 4-vectors representing the trapezoidal numbers.)
Opinion similarity enables the service consumers to reach a consensus on the interpretation of a QoS attribute for web services. These may have different preferences on the attributes. Therefore, RMGDP is proposed to resolve their differences on preferences via three phases: the transformation phase, the aggregation phase and the exploitation phase [1] . The group preference over QoS attributes of each sub-group will be obtained via the RMGDP process.
System behavior of FMG-QCMA
FMG-QCMA (Fuzzy Multi-Groups based QCMA), an extension of QCMA framework by incorporating a fuzzy clustering mechanism, attempts to provide an effective architecture/mechanism for fuzzy multi-groups based web service selection and service provider's market segmentation. Differing from QCMA which analyzes the fuzzy opinions and preferences given by the service consumers and providers on a collection of pre-determined web services QoS in attempt to reach a single consensus on the chosen subjective terms and their preference orders for web service selection or marketing, FMG-QCMA is capable of clustering service consumers (fuzzy opinions) into a number of sub-groups according to consumers' similar dispositions on pre-determined web services QoS attributes and focuses on the assessment of a specific collection of recommended web services for each clustered sub-group.
In FMG-QCMA, we assume that the service consumers' dispositions on QoS for service selection are static over a period of time. Once the consumers' dispositions in QoS are obtained, the service providers supporting various levels of QoS can promote the right quality level of services to the right group of service consumers. When a service request is issued by a service consumer, the service providers will look up the service consumer's profile and provide close match services according to the consumer's past selection patterns. Each service consumer needs to express his/her dispositions on all 13 QoS attributes [5] with a selection from a set of pre-defined scales and their associated trapezoidal fuzzy number as well as his/her preference order over these QoS attributes. The selected disposition for each service consumer will be treated as his/her fuzzy QoS opinion (or perception) that will be used in selecting a web service.
For reaching the objective above, each of the thirteen QoS attributes is possible to find a numerical measure of quality in the context of the type of service required. The values of this measure can then be scaled to correspond to numbers in the range [0, 10] . For each service consumer there will be a range of values that will be considered appropriate for the service they require. At the lower end there will be a cut off value and services with lower values will not be considered in any circumstance. At the higher end there will be a value above which improvement in quality will not be relevant to their needs and services above the threshold will only be considered if they do not cost any extra. So for each attribute a service consumer must choose four points in the range of values.
1. Below this level a service cannot to be considered in any circumstances. 2. This is the lower end of the normal expected quality for a service. 3. This is the upper end of the normal expected quality for a service. 4. Getting above this level could not be used to justify extra investment.
Given the choice of these values for each attribute by a service consumer a corresponding set of trapezoidal numbers over the standardized scale of [0, 10] can be defined.
For instance, for the attribute, performance, the natural measure is a response time in seconds. The upper limit of quality is immediate response, 0 seconds (standardized quality value = 10). The lower limit is context dependent but assuming a straight single retrieval requirement, 10 seconds is taken as the lower limit (standardized quality value = 0.0).
The standardization scaling can most conveniently be presented as a table showing measures corresponding to the eleven scaled values [0.0, 0.5, 1.0, . . . , 9.0, 9.5, 10] . This is shown in Table 1 . With reliability the natural quality measure is the percentage of transactions that will be completely successful. The scaling is shown in Table 2 .
There are similar tables for each of the thirteen attributes which can be presented to service consumers for their choice of the four key levels.
FMG-QCMA, then, can collect these fuzzy QoS opinions to proceed the following four phases of FMG-QCMA operations which is depicted in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 4 , there are four phases for handling all incoming fuzzy QoS opinions:
Phase I: To collect consumers' fuzzy QoS opinions which reflect consumers' disposition in QoS, their preferences order over QoS attributes, and initializing parameters for grouping such as similarity thresholds for any pair of fuzzy QoS opinions and sub-groups' fuzzy boundaries. These values of system parameters will be evaluated by the system so they can be changed or adjusted at later stages, if they are inappropriate. Phase II: To cluster all the collected fuzzy QoS opinions into sub-groups via Groups Clustering. Each allocation will be evaluated via Clustering Verification. The operation Groups Clustering realized by Algorithm Fuzzy_Clustering (see Appendix A) is to populate sub-groups with the collected fuzzy QoS opinions according to measurements of fuzzy QoS opinion similarity. Each fuzzy QoS opinion can be allocated into one or two sub-groups, as it depends on the degree of similarity to the related (close) subgroups and the pre-set fuzzy boundaries. Each sub-group will be assessed by using Agreement Matrix (AM)/Average Agreement Degree (AAD) and Relative Agreement Degree (RAD)/Consensus Degree Coefficient (CDC) in order to find the group similarity on fuzzy QoS opinions. In other words, it examines the degree of group consensus over the concept of disposition on the pre-defined QoS attributes. The operation Clustering Verification is performed by Algorithm Clustering Verification (see Appendix C) and used for performing an analysis on new fuzzy QoS opinions from new web service consumers or misallocated existing opinions. In Clustering Verification, two scenarios will possibly occur: 1. There are two categories of similarities defined in the system: full and partial membership. Each opinion sub-group has fuzzy boundaries. Two neighboring sub-groups are likely to have overlapping areas in which members belong to both groups. When a member has full membership to a group, it means that the opinion has been assigned to the right group. The process for allocating this opinion will stop. However, if an opinion has been evaluated as partial membership to a group, it will be evaluated against adjacent group in order to identify its degree of membership. These opinions can be preliminarily clustered into arbitrary number of groups. So, producing good quality in grouping in the first instance is not expected. However, the system can evaluate the quality by measuring group similarity co-efficiency by using FMGSAM. If it does not reach desired level, the system boundaries or number of groups will be changed accordingly. This process will be iterated until the satisfactory results produced or it could be terminated after a number of tries. All the new fuzzy QoS opinions will have to be explored and analyzed to ensure that they are classified appropriately. 2. The purpose of grouping and identifying consensus on the QoS attributes is to recommend the right services to the consumers. If the consumers are often not satisfied with the services recommended by the system, this could be derived from inappropriate settings for the group boundaries or changes of consumer's pattern on service usage. We assume that the consumer will inform the system of the changes. Another set of processes will be activated to resolve the issue which will not be discussed here. For the other cases, the system records the events and accumulates these incidents. When the unsatisfactory number reaches or grows beyond the pre-set threshold, then the fuzzy boundaries for the sub-groups will be adjusted in order to improve the accuracy of recommending the appropriate services to the consumer to select. When this occurs, all fuzzy QoS opinions will be re-clustered into new opinion sub-groups. Phase III: Once the quality of grouping presents a satisfactory result, the preference order for each sub-group can be calculated and obtained via RMGDP. Phase IV: Through FMGSAM in Phase II and RMGDP in Phase III, the system is ready for use. Since the service consumer group consensus on QoS profiles and their preference orders can be obtained, the service providers can advertise and provide their services according to their target groups. The service consumer issuing the request to the system will receive a list of recommended web services which QoS can satisfy the required fuzzy opinions. Another filtering process based on individual QoS preference ordering will be applied in order to reduce unqualified services. After these processes, the consumers can select the desired services.
The proposed multi-attributes and multi-groups service selection is expected to produce better result than the single opinion group approach for service selection. The members in a sub-group will be more closely correlated than the single group. The system should be able to recommend a close match of services to the requests issued by the service consumer. Since the single group has been divided into a number of sub-groups and the size of each sub-group is smaller than or equal to the single group, the computational complexity can be reduced and the system efficiency can be improved. The following gives more detailed descriptions of the key steps in FMG-QCMA.
FMGSAM & RMGDP analysis
The proposed FMGSAM, derived from SAM in QCMA, is designed for similarity analysis under multi-groups framework. Following the system behavior of FMG-QCMA in the previous section, the FMGSAM can be organized with seven steps. , is represented for all QoS attributes defined in S Q , the set of QoS terms in W3C [5] , as shown in (14) .
The set of all the collected fuzzy QoS opinions wsa k S Q , which is donated as WSA S Q , can be defined as follows:
2. There are two conditions to use operations: Groups Clustering or Clustering Verification, in this step.
Condition to use "Groups Clustering"
The operation Groups Clustering is activated by either pre-set system time (as time t) or the event of "re-clustering" from the operation Clustering Verification. When the operation Groups Clustering commences, all collected wsa k S Q in WSA S Q will be clustered into appropriate groups (G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G m ) 
It can be noted that this measure of the similarity of two trapezoidal numbers is not the same as (8) 
d S Q is a set of pairs of similarity thresholds given by an expert to emphasis the more extreme similarities given by the components of (16) 
Each Sim jk S Q will be compared with the similarity threshold,d S Q , through the operators such as˜ ,>,˜ ,< and ∼ = that are defined in Algorithm SimVerifier. The pairs of values ford S Q determine the ways in which the individual similarities can influence the overall similarity. The clustering process requires the contributions to be added together and the total will determine the inclusion, semi-inclusion or exclusion of consumer from a cluster. The thresholds applied to the totals are the values f c_S Q . (See Appendix B steps 9, 11, 13, 15 and 17.)
Condition to use "Clustering Verification"
The operation Clustering Verification is launched by the addition of fuzzy QoS opinions contributed from the new web service consumers or by new feedback (mismatch) on unsatisfactory web services recommended by the system. Each new set of fuzzy QoS opinions will be assessed and assigned to appropriate opinion sub-groups if it is either similar to (with full membership) or nearly similar to (with partial membership). (E_Fail_CDC, E_Fuz_Sim or E_Abs_Sim in Appendix C.) If the threshold of "re-clustering all fuzzy QoS opinions" is reached due to too many mismatch cases or the sub-group opinion consensus coefficient is too low, then a "re-clustering" event will be triggered to activate the operation Groups Clustering and this will moderate the threshold (boundaries) of subgroups in order to re-cluster the opinions.
3. Determine Agreement Matrixes (AM p−a i ) n p ×n p for each clustered opinion sub-group G p . In the construction of the clusters all the necessary similarities (16) that are need to form the agreement matrixes shown in step 3 of SAM have been calculated. 
4. Determine the Average Agreement Degrees: As in step 4 of SAM (definition (10)) it is possible to find the average agreement degree for each clustered opinion sub-group. 5. Determine the Relative Agreement Degrees: The RAD values within the clusters for each of the customers can be found using step 5 of the SAM process (definition (11)). 6. Determine the Consensus Degree Coefficients: As shown in step 6 of the SAM process it is possible to moderate the purely customer defined RAD values using weightings w k(G p ) for each wsa
and assigned β the CDC for wsa
can be obtained using definition (12) .
If the value of CDC is less than the pre-defined threshold, the group boundaries will be adjusted in order to increase group consensus coefficients. For other cases, the system progresses to the next step. This criterion is for the selfassessment mechanism to improve the quality of grouping. 7. If it is necessary definition (13) of the SAM process can be used to provide a consensus trapezoidal numbers for the clusters.
To provide a more detailed analysis of the clusters of customers it is useful to find consensus values for their preferences. The clusters identify similarities of quality expectations and the preferences will show the group's attitudes to the relative importance of these expectations. Therefore, all the QoS opinions wsa
in G p will be further analyzed via RMGDP according to associated preference order over all QoS attributes. For all clustered opinion sub-groups (G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G m ) there are m RMGDP processes that will be performed respectively. In the FMGSAM, the individual consumer's preference ordering over QoS attributes was taken into consideration when the sub-groups are forming. Therefore at this stage, the members in a group should have strong consensus on the preference ordering.
Precision and efficiency
Calculating similarity for each pair of fuzzy QoS opinions in a group, is the dominant step in the complexity of FMG-QCMA and QCMA frameworks. The improvement on this step without compromising the precision of measurement of opinion similarities can significantly improve system efficiency. In the QCMA, the number of opinions in a single group is n, so its complexity is O (n 2 ) for AM generation in SAM. The number of processes and its associated complexity in FMG-QCMA can be significantly reduced, as it has multiple opinion sub-groups to fabricate (AM 1 In addition, FMG-QCMA can improve the precision in opinion similarity measurement which is illustrated as the following steps:
1. Let PSim FMQ is denoted as precision (lowest similarity) for FMG-QCMA which is obtained from minimal Sim (20) . Also, let PSim Q is denoted as precision (lowest similarity) for QCMA which is obtained from minimal Sim jk S Q in generated AM defined in (9).
The precision improvement by FMG-QCMA can be defined as PImpr(FMG-QCMA/QCMA):
The example below, where it is feasible to calculate the full set of similarities and the similarities used in FMG-QCMA, shows the improvement in precision introduced by the method.
Validation and evaluation of FMG-QCMA
This section presents how the proposed FMG-QCMA achieves marketing web services support via a case study, hotel booking web services. There were sixty fuzzy QoS dispositions collected from sixty consumers at time t as initial inputs to FMG-QCMA. This output from FMG-QCMA process contains a number of opinion sub-groups. Based on the framework, the preference order over 13 QoS attributes for each opinion sub-group on hotel booking web services will be obtained via RMGDP. Table 3 The fuzzy QoS opinions (QoS disposition and preference order) from the first service consumer.
Table 4
The multi-attributes similarity analysis. Table 3 shows the first fuzzy QoS opinion of the sixty fuzzy QoS dispositions/preference ordering over these attributes from the first service consumer in the case study. Each consumer of the sixty service consumers follows the similar way to select his/her dispositions in format of (7) on each QoS attribute (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a 13 ) based on the available definitions given in Table 3 . He/she also expresses a preference ordering (in row of o i ) over these attributes which are shown on row for o i in Table 3 . "1" means the most important attribute and "13" represents the least important one. The new fuzzy QoS opinions and feedback as well as their new preference ordering, which will be used to demonstrate FMG-QCMA Moderation Process, follow the same format of the fuzzy QoS opinions defined in Table 3 to provide data.
The similarity threshold,d S Q , is initialized as (0.5, 0.6) and the f c_S Q for similarity range is initialized as (0. 15, 0.25) . If the number of unsatisfactory feedbacks on the recommended web services is more than 3% of the whole opinion population, the resulting cluster is determined as inappropriate. In other words, if the system receives more than 3 unsatisfactory feedbacks from the users, the thresholdd S Q needs to be moderated. Consequently it also re-clusters all fuzzy QoS opinions (sixty-eight opinions) by going through validation and evaluation process in Clustering Verification.
Reaching consensus
FMGSAM process
After the required inputs have been obtained, the FMGSAM starts to process the sixty wsa k S Q in WSA S Q . One of tasks in Algorithm Fuzzy_Clustering is to select an appropriate fuzzy QoS opinion (the first fuzzy opinion which has not been grouped) from the opinion pool to act as a group centre of a specific clustered group, so the other fuzzy QoS opinions (from those which have not been clustered into groups) will be evaluated against the center based on their similarity measurement. The result of the similarity analysis for the first clustered group (G 1 ) is shown in Table 4 .
In Table 4 only has some degree similarity to the group, so it only has partial membership to the group p. Due to the analysis in Table 4 all the sixty fuzzy QoS opinions can be clustered into 13 sub-groups and represented with the index of fuzzy QoS opinion (k in wsa Table 5 . The first column of each row in the table is the group ID and the rest of the columns are the group members. The values without brackets mean that these opinion sets are the core group members. The entries with bracket are the members, but they cannot be classified as core group members. With the 13 clustered sub-groups and each having 13 QoS attributes, there are 169 agreement matrixes (AM) being generated. Some of these matrixes are shown in Fig. 5 . Table 5 The clustered groups and opinions. After the AMs have been generated, the corresponding AAD, RAD and individual CDC for each fuzzy QoS opinion by each QoS attribute can be derived. Table 6 shows their corresponding results.
In CDC, β is set with 0.4 and each single QoS attribute based fuzzy QoS opinion within the same opinion sub-group is set with the same weight. These parameters setting were determined by experts' opinions according to their experience. With generated CDC of each fuzzy QoS opinions, the group consensus for each opinion sub-group can be obtained and represented as a 13-attributes fuzzy trapezoidal number. Each the sub-group's consensus, which is also represented as fuzzy trapezoidal number, is shown in Table 7 .
RMGDP process
Based on 13 clustered sub-groups obtained through FMGSAM, there are 13 groups needed to be processed by RMGDP (denoted as RMGDP 1 , RMGDP 2 , . . . , RMGDP 12 , RMGDP 13 ) in order to gain their 13 QoS attributes preference orderings.
RMGDP starts from transformation phase to generate preference relations for all fuzzy QoS opinions in the corresponding sub-group. Each matrix of preference relations p 
With all generated aggregation of preference relations for each clustered sub-group and equations for QGNDD/QGDD [1] for each QoS attribute in selected RMGDP p with the equal weight value w i for each b i in FMQ Moderator (w i = 0.083) can be represented as in Table 9 . Table 7 Multi-groups consensus by QoS attributes.
Table 8
All matrixes of preference relation.
Based on the result in Table 9 , the preference ordering over 13 QoS attributes for each sub-group analysed by QGNDD can be represented as below. a 8 , a 3 , a 4 , a 6 , a 9 , a 1 , a 5 , a 11 , a 10 , a 2 , a 12 , a 13 a 10 , a 5 , a 11 , a 6 = a 9 , a 3 , a 4 , a 12 , a 7 , a 13 , a 1 , a 2 = {a 4 = a 10 , a 2 , a 13 , a 8 , a 5 , a 12 , a 6 , a 7 , a 11 , a 3 , a 9 , a 1 } , QGNDD can distinguish most of the attributes by ordering them, but the preference order for a 8 is the same as for a 10 and a 6 is the same as a 9 . Both pairs of QoS attributes (a 8 , a 10 ) and (a 6 , a 9 ) were further analyzed by QGDD, then a 10 > a 8 and a 6 = a 9 .
Further analysis by QGDD on the preference order for each sub-group can be obtained as follows: 
Marketing web service
After the sub-groups have been identified and all the opinions have been allocated into the appropriate groups, it means that the value of CDC for each group is within an acceptable range. In addition, each sub-groups' consensus preference order has been reached. The providers can look up these profiles to advertise their services by registering their services with UDDI. Therefore, the system is ready for recommending the services. Assume Consumer003 in sub-group G 1 requires a suitable hotel booking web service based on his/her disposition on QoS. According to the result of RMGDP analysis for sub-group G 1 , the preference order over QoS attributes is: a 8 , a 3 , a 4 , a 6 , a 9 , a 1 , a 5 , a 11 , a 10 , a 2 , a 12 , a 13 }. In other words, the preference order is:
Assume there are 831 hotels booking web services available, so these are satisfied with functional requirements. These web services will be further analysed by the 13 QoS attributes according to the disposition of sub-group G 1 on each QoS attribute from the most preferable QoS attribute "Accuracy" to the least preferable QoS attribute "Friendly GUI". The inappropriate web services in these 831 will be filtered out according to the order of QoS preference. Table 10 illustrates the filtering process. In the end of this process, the system only recommends those services that meet the QoS conditions given by Consumer003. In this case, only 7 web services that are satisfied with the consumer's functional and non-functional requirements can be recommended for selection to form a composite service. Conclusion → 7 web services will be recommended Table 11 The re-clustering with later fuzzy QoS opinions via Clustering Verification.
Process of FMG-QCMA moderation
with (16) in operation Clustering Verification, the eight new fuzzy QoS opinions were processed in sequence with the thirteen groups (the first fuzzy QoS opinion of each sub-group shown in Table 5 , such as wsa 
Precision and efficiency -FMG-QCMA vs. QCMA
In the following experiments, we attempt to analyze the differences between FMG-QCMA and QCMA in terms of precision in similarity analysis and efficiency in operation. The estimated approaches to generate Agreement Matrix from both methods will be evaluated, as they are the most critical processes in the frameworks.
The Agreement Matrix Generation in QCMA QCMA which adopts a single group analysis approach can be expressed as in Fig. 6 .
FMG-QCMA adopts multiple sub-groups analysis approach to generate multi-group agreement matrix tables. So, the differences of these two approaches are summarised in Table 12. According to Table 12 , FMGSAM produces better similarity than the results that QCMA.
Regarding the efficiency, the number of computational operations for generating AM in both SAM and FMGSAM can be summarised as in Table 13 .
According to Table 13 , FMG-QCMA also has better operation efficiency than QCMA. In this case, it reduces the computational complexity by 60.8%. The effort, however, in forming the clusters is not taken account.
Scalability of FMG-QCMA
The scalability of FMG-QCMA is tested with three cases with different numbers of fuzzy QoS opinions sets (i.e. 60, 40, and 20 consumers) on the same number of QoS attributes (13) . Fig. 7 shows the numbers of the required steps to compute the clusters using FMG-QCMA. The opinion size 20 requires 2678 processing steps in order to reach the result. The opinion collection size 40 needs 10 127 steps to complete the whole process. When the number of opinions is 60, it increases to 18 343 steps. This simple test suggests that in practice the clustering process will have a computation time growth rate that is better than O (n 2 ) and hence will be scalable. 
Comparative analysis between FMG-QCMA and the existing solutions
In this section, we have made a rough comparison of the proposed approach with the existing ones (Wang et al. [18] , Fazeli et al. [19] , and Xu [20] ) in terms of system complexity, by carrying out a number of experiments. It has been necessary to alter some parameters in FMG-QCMA before the experiments, due to the following reasons:
1. The existing classification approaches do not deal with fuzzy opinions, so the fuzzy representation cannot be processed by these approaches. 2. Introducing the weight distribution to the attributes in FMG-QCMA has significant differences from the existing solutions.
Nevertheless, a comparative analysis between FMG-QCMA and the existing solutions (Wang et al. [18] , Fazile et al. [19] , Xu [20] ) in terms of system complexity (operational computation) for object clustering has been performed with the modifications of opinion representation and the removal of weighting distribution on the attributes in FMG-QCMA. Three cases with different sizes of opinions (i.e. 20, 40 and 60) were used to test the complexity of clustering. Fig. 8 shows that the number of processes that is required to cluster four different sizes of opinion sets. The processing steps required in the approaches proposed by Xu and Wang increase roughly quadratically, when the number of opinions increases linearly. Fazile's approach requires less computational steps in comparison with the other two, but it is still higher than FMG-QCMA. Therefore, the proposed approach has outperformed the others in complexity analysis.
Conclusion
FMG-QCMA is a marketing web service mechanism based on multi-groups fuzzy QoS disposition consensus of participants. The different weightings over QoS attributes and the relationship among these attributes have been taken into account in order to facilitate the consumers to reach a consensus. The service providers can utilize this result to design and market their services. The approach is a two-layers learning mechanism. In the first layer, the agreement co-efficiency index was used to evaluate the quality of grouping. The initial parameters for arbitrary group boundaries can be adjusted according to the feedback from the group agreement co-efficient. The second learning layer is based on the feedback from the users in order to adjust the number of groups. When the system received too many unsatisfactory recommendations, this implies the grouping is not appropriate and a change of boundaries cannot resolve this issue. So, the number of groups likely needs to increase.
The paper also reports its improvements on QCMA in terms of similarity measurement and system efficiency. The FMGSAM achieve higher similarity, as it adopts an effective multi-groups opinions clustering according to service consumers' QoS disposition. It also achieves higher efficiency, as its improvement in efficiency is evident as shown in Table 13 .
The future work of this research will aim at exploring more aspects of perception handling for web service selection. In addition, the clusters of customers based on the multi-groups consensus on opinions and preference order can be introduced to form consumer coalitions. /* Inputs: (1) similarity vector, Sim
